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Did you know that Zeus loved many women, both goddesses and mortals? Did you know that he

turned himself into golden rain for one damsel who was locked away in a tower, and turned himself

into a swan for another beauty? Did you know that he kidnapped one young princess, which led to

her brother founding the city of Thebes? And did you know that to protect his own power, Zeus

swallowed his first wife, just as Cronus had swallowed his own children in a previous age? Greek

myth is full of fascinating tales of Titans and Olympian gods. Some of it makes us wonder if there

might be some hint of truth behind those stories, no matter how outrageous they may sound. What

parts of those stories were merely symbolic, and what parts were literal? This book contains a brief

but unconventional look at the Titans and Olympian gods of Greek mythology. Brief, because a

thorough treatment of these legendary super beings could take thousands of hours.

Unconventional, because digging for truth is far more interesting than reciting old stories which have

little relevance to us today. Attempting to reveal some semblance of truth brings the stories to life. It

gives them relevance to our modern world. Here, we will look at many of the more fascinating

stories which kept the Greek mortals entertained for hundreds of years. After all, they didn't have

iPhones and tablets. In this audiobook you'll discover: The nature of myth Primordial beings and

Titans Creation of the universe Birth of the Titans Stories of a primordial universe Children of

Cronus and Rhea Trouble in heaven Titans vs. gods New pecking order And more!
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If you are going to buy one book on Greek Mythology, this should be the one. It is amazing on so

many levels. I think I like best seeing the genealogies of the different gods from the stories. I

previously never fully saw how Zeus and the others fit into the story quite right. Now I not only

understand how everyone fits together but also have learned many of the stories I have never heard

of before. Ancient Greece was an exciting period of history. This is great for kids too since the

stories are so exciting!

Fantastic book.This is a fantastic story book. This book is a detail introduction on greek history and

discovering mythology. This is an interesting and informative book that amazing journey of

discovery, In this book there is awesome story in this book that is really a good bonus for me. i read

this book and really very interesting. I really want to read next edition.I would like to recommend this

book.

I am a self-professed lover of Greek Mythology. Since my college days, I have always been

fascinated by the way the Greeks made their lives so interesting. It is also my desire to be able to

understand why they made their Gods and Goddesses act the way they did. And this book has

awakened that desire again.This has been a very entertaining reading experience. Reading about

the Titans and the Olympian Gods will always be my thing. And it is worth noting that this book has

done a really great job in reliving the feeling again. The topics given here all added to the total

comprehension of the Greek way of life and their culture. I must say that this has been an

overwhelming journey for me.

This book captures the story of Ancient Olympians and Titan's. After I read this book I already have

knowledge about the Olympian gods of Greek mythology. Will discover in this book the whole story

of Zeus. We don't need any books, watch movie to discover the history of Greek but this book will

help you discover it. For those fun read history book this book is good for you. Highly

recommended!

I think this e-book is very informative and also helpful. I have been searching for something exactly

like this book that could offer me all the details and info I required for my school project about Greek

mythology. I'm happy that I came across it and I genuinely found out a lot of things by reading it.

Well done!



Out of curiosity I got myself this great book which fully explains what Greek Mythology is. I often

watch movies about it and got really excited on reading this book. When watching movies there are

many questions as to why, who, what really happened during the ancient times. Grab this book and

be enlightened like me.

The book has gone into one of the misunderstood myths and concepts in the history of the world.

The concept of the Greek mythology has been built more on the role of the Olympians, Titans and

the people's believes on the role the former in playing a positive living condition, am a history lover

and the book is nice.

A different approach to greek mythology tackling the different eras of Gods and Goddesses. I

enjoyed this book very much because I got to read about the other myth characters whom I do not

usually see in books nor movies, specifically the Titans. I am a sucker for ancient mythologies and

this book is just right up my alley. Also, this book reminded me of the movies Percy Jackson and

Clash of the Titans. I hope next time, the author includes pictures of them because that would be

amazing.
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